
CRITICAL INSTALLATION STEPS

1. Trays must be 100% level

2. Both fix panels must be perfectly ver�cally 
     plumb on the edge and front face, see 
     instruc�ons

3. The distance between the 2 fix panels must be 
    747mm +/- 1mm; anything outside of this 
    tolerance will for sure create problems and 
    affect the alignment of the moving panel

4. The top of the fixed and moving panels must be 
    level

5. Hinges must be 100% level when �ghtened.

6. Hinges must be �ghtened to their maximum 

    with the Hex key provided (12N/m)

7. The gap between the fixed and the moving panel 
    on the closing side must be parallel, within a range 
    of 19mm +/- 2mm (checked before magnet seals 
    are fi�ed)

8. If fixed and moving panels are not parallel, 
    please refer to instruc�ons on how to adjust
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24h.

For further information please contact:

www.merlynshowering.com

IRL:0567791555 UK:08081011429
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NOTE:Tray must be 100% level in all directions



Set gap between fixed panels to 747±1mm, 

(measured from inside edges of fixed panels), 

then insert wedge gaskets 100mm on each 

side to hold the fixed panels in position

747±1mm

747±1mm

Make sure gap of 

747±1mm before fully 

tightening grub screws

A06S0019

A06S0020

A06S0018

A06S0021

747±1mm

Make sure panels are plumb 

in both directions 

INSIDE INSIDE

>2mm

A06S0031

B

A01S0154



8C

8D

8E

DO NOT OVERTIGHTEN!

747±1mm

747±1mm

747±1mm

747±1mm

INSERT ON 28mm HEIGHT

8F

The pin is only visible on one side 
and should be facing up on the top
hinge and down on the bottom hinge.

A06S0061

Fully tighten bolt

A06S0062
If required use 
spacers to ensure 
edges of both fixed 
panels are plumb.

A06S0063



14C2

14C3

13B

13C

13D

13F

13G

13H

13E 13E

Stand inside the enclosure and lift
the door onto the spacer blocks and 
secure with fitting aids provided.

The door should 
be touching the 
fitting tool to set 
the correct gap.

Adjust the height of the 
door using spacer blocks 
to ensure door is level with 
the hinged fixed panel.

13G:Using only the Hex key provided 
fully tighten all hinge bolts to their absolute 
limit. Anything less than this could cause 
the door to drop over time.

14C1

19mm+/-2mm

If:x≠19±2mm
adjust�with�
the�bar�on�
hinge�side.



16B

16C

16D

16G

16F

15A

15B

15C

Cut end of the plastic seal 
on hinged side to 90 

degrees.

16D:Slide in the bottom seal fully. Make sure 
the seal slides all the way to the end of the 
footplate. From the closing side, measure 
distance A, remove seal and cut this amount 
from the hinged side.


